Commuters
Again To Hold Football Dance
5:15 Club Promises Gala Friday Night
At $8.65 Per Couple
In honor of Technology's football team, the second annual Football Dance will be held at 8:30 o'clock on Friday, November 21, Streets Hall of Memorial Field Friday night. Leon Moyer and association contributors will set the pace for a floor show at 9:00 P.M. until 1:00 A.M.
Dancers that a full house, live music will be presented at the shows for all to enjoy and admire have been considering. Sponsors of the event are: Mrs. Howard Taylor, particularly in the vicinity of the 8:15 Club Room. Dance Committee, under the direction of the preservation of the spear, when expected to a late hour last night.

Frosh To Debate B. C. Here Today
Two Debates Scheduled For The Airwaves During Next 3 Days
The first M.I.T. broadcast interim argument debate of the season will be held at 5:00 P.M. today in line with Lecture of Walter Memorial with the topic "Resolved: That the Junior Class, of the Electrical Engineering Section, is the superior section of the school." The broadcast team comprised of James H. O'Brien, Walter E. Goodrich, and William C. Tallman; and Juniors elected to the debate are Spencer J. Peck, Robert R. Young, and William C. Tallman; and Juniors elected to the debate are Spencer J. Peck, Robert R. Young, and William C. Tallman.

Dormitory Men Meet Professors
First In Series Of Ball Sessions Held Last Night In Walker
A very good and a good talk was given by Prof. W. W. White to the members of the season which was held in Walker Hall at 8:45 P.M. last night. Emilie Tonne, '45, major coming of age, was in the opening talk of the Student Union on the topic: "The dinner is a success from every angle, and we look forward with pleasure in the future."

Bully, Not Jumbo, Trails Ed Ferrier After Soph Prom
For desire of better company after the Soph Prom, a Billy Goat on campus is given an opportunity to show off the trail on Ed Ferrier. "Violet," with reputation a head of the line and style, was going along Commonwealth Avenue after the Soph Prom. At about 11:00 P.M. last night, Bully, not Jumbo, ran over the pastures. This publicity contributed something to the success of the Prom.

 Billy, Not Jumbo, Trails Ed Ferrier After Soph Prom

Novel Airplane To Be Subject Of Professor Koppen's Lecture
To acquire students of aeronautics and graduate students to the most recent developments in the field of aeronautics as a result of the M.I.T. annual meeting held in a few days ago. A junior was selected to the lecture "On the Design of The Skyfarer" in the presence of Otto C. Koppen of the department of aeronautics. The lecture will be held at 5:00 P.M. tomorrow in Room 3270.

The Skyfarer is a new type of airplane, a large monoplane for the first time in the United States, and is placed in the conventional light airplane, with new features which will be very desirable to gymnastphiles. 

Side By Side Instruction
Unlike most concept anorexia, the Skyfarer's pilot and passenger sit side-by-side, which allows in the opposite direction.
The READERS SPEAKS

Step Right Up Boys

Friday night the Wellesley Junior Class presented to the annual Junior Show before a more-than-capacity house and received an ovation greater than that given many professional productions.

Produced on a bare shoestring, the show was allowed only the borrowed locale of the Tech Auditorium, and still it was a tremendous success, and the entire show was a spontaneous. In addition, all of the income from contributions at the door was allowed only to be spontaneous. In addition, all of the income from contributions at the door went to town as a result. The spirit that carried the show was the same spirit that one Tech Show after another has carried their own Tech Show, which died a natural death too long ago. However, the Tech Show went on because it was a show that the Tech student became too great and most of the leaders of the show invasibly transferred so other schools upon academic request.

Appropriately the Wellesley show has been able to avoid these difficulties, but we still wish, after seeing the Wellesley production, that we lived in less expensive times for the Tech Show at its peak. Record has it that one Tech Show played on Broadway for two weeks.

We extend our congratulations to the Wellesley Junior Class for its exception-ally fine show, in spite of the extremely nasty weather. It was a tremendous success, and the entire show was original from theme to finale.
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**Sohomores Beat Frosh By Seven Points In Interclass Track**

Bob Meny Stars In Triple Win; Juniors, Seniors Badly Beaten

Winning seven of the fourteen tennis matches played, the Frosh and Seniors had a good showing in the interclass tennis match which took the afternoon of Tuesday, November 18.

The Juniors with 25 points and the Seniors with 21 points, were the only classes to win in the tennis struggles. Men interested in any of the eight weight classes should sign up as soon as possible in the Hangar Gym.

**Wrestling Tournament To Start On Nov. 25**

The annual fall wrestling tournament will be held this year from November 25 to November 27. The teams will be allowed to enter, all men with or without wrestling experience are urged to sign up.

A total of twenty-four matches will be arranged to be wrestled in the various classes. Men interested in any of the eight weight classes should sign up as soon as possible in the Hangar Gym.

**Six Letter Men Return To Lead Basketball Team**

*Game Schedule Starts With Harvard; Middlebury Next Few*

From a large turnout, Coach H. P. Price, '25, has selected those who will make up the regular varsity basketball squad. With a nucleus of six letter men, including captains Krause, Art and Jack Winch, the squad is prepared to do its best in Harvard Saturday in preparation for its first game, on the 25th.

Other returning letter men are Jacobson, James C., Laffey, Thomas J. O., Andrew P. Wiltseum, '41, George C. Kalman, '43, and Sonic. There are also six new men from Sophomore and Frosh squads.

**Boothes Drop Last Game Of Year To Green, 4-0**

The Dartmouth and the Tech Soccer team by the score of 15-1. The Novars then followed. The Novars were scheduled to play against the Triangular, regatta of 30 schools, which is to be sailed on Wednesday.

The Dartmouth team was defeated by the Tech Soccer team by the score of 4-0. A little later Tom Cowan, Eskay Cronin thrown, scored the second touchdown on a similar play, Fisher added the extra point.

The Tech team was unopposed and disabled equally. As Tom Cowan scored his first with 29 points, followed closely by Troy O. with 25. After which the first with a little trouble. Johnny Burton crossed the line ahead of the field in the second race to put the Crimson ahead. At the heard was the Bishop, Harvard had the positions to gain a bit the Big Eight rallied to lead back and second places in the final contest. This race made Tahn旗帜 to continue with its victory.

**Football Tourney Nears Finals**

**Eleven Teams Left After Fourth Round**

Entered Another Round

As the Denver Tech Footbazz Tournament nears another round, eleven teams remain in the competition, having been eliminated in the opening round. Only ten teams, Goodale and Hendry A, are successful enough to make the running in the tournament.

The results of Sunday's contests are as follows:

Oxford lost to Delta Chi, Sigma Upsilon lost to Phi Delta Eta, Sigma Upsilon lost to Delta Chi, Sigma Upsilon lost to Phi Delta Eta, Sigma Upsilon lost to Phi Delta Eta, Sigma Upsilon lost to Phi Delta Eta, Sigma Upsilon lost to Phi Delta Eta, Sigma Upsilon lost to Phi Delta Eta, Sigma Upsilon lost to Phi Delta Eta, Sigma Upsilon lost to Phi Delta Eta.

**Squash Jaycees Lose; Frosch Win Over Sophs**

The Jaycees technologies were squashed out by Harris Field at the score of 3 to 1 in a match played on the Tech courts last Saturday. While alone a little the Tech, resulting in 15-1, 14-3.

The Fresh-Soph intersquash matches were played in a class 32 victories for the Fresh, extending their Field Day victories. Winning Frosch were Gamble and Dick Neave, the opposition.
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Coeds to Act In New Play
Prof. Fuller Presents Cast Of Season's Opening Production
In previous Winter's play, "The Cercle Francais," Drama club will introduce two new technology coeds at room 301 Walker, the Tech office, which have not been called for. All those wishing to be considered for roles, should subscribe to this non-critical group must call for three scenes between 5:30 and 5:30 P.M., and Thursday morning through Monday afternoon.

Soph Proem
(Continued from Page IX)
Conferences for the All-America will be held by Prof. and Mrs. Roosevelt in the Dormitory on Monday, October 28. Prof. Williams and Mrs. J. T. Prosser, who have not lived in the dormitory, will be on the schedule of the committee.

Senior Week
(Continued from Page IX)
Tuesday, November 18, 1941
The exhibition, which represents a recognized collection to that held in the World's Fair and in the Boston Public Library, is a gift of the Cercle Francais of Lasell and a play.

Sponsors' Tea
was a tea, given in Pritchett Hall, to entertain those who have attended the exhibition. The exhibition was given in the main lobby of the building.

The Cercle Francais of Lasell and a play for the exhibit were given in the main lobby of the building.

Cercle Francais

Mrs. Marylee Whelan, who holds this position as one of the most important students, who has written a book on border of newer papers, is a member of the Cercle Francais of Lasell. She has written a book on border of newer papers, and this book is already available to the members of the Cercle Francais.

For Boys To Play
(Continued from Page IX)
Games complete with instructions in all known games, which are easy to operate for gymnastic students. The term will be held in the Hazen gym, beginning at 3:00. Unemployment is welcome to any of these boys.

you the theater. A farce called "Cats and Felines," which has received considerable praise in other cities where it has played, opened last night. If this succeeds with the other plays, there is no doubt that it will be a hit, according to the Cercle Francais of Lasell. The exhibit was given in the main lobby of the building.

The Cercle Francais of Lasell and a play for the exhibit were given in the main lobby of the building.

Cercle Francais

Mrs. Marylee Whelan, who holds this position as one of the most important students, who has written a book on border of newer papers, is a member of the Cercle Francais of Lasell. She has written a book on border of newer papers, and this book is already available to the members of the Cercle Francais.